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A B S T R A C T

The mechanical failure and internal strain when bending a brittle thin film on a flexible substrate was analyzed using an electro-mechanical method and optical microscopy. Bending was realized by clamping the ends of the sample and rotating the clamps in a two-point rotation (2PR) device, as elaborated in the paper. This test allows to impose both tensile and compressive strains on the brittle layer, in a single test, without remounting the sample. With the electro-mechanical method the real-time electrical resistance is measured in a very thin, conductive coating deposited on the brittle layer in which cracks develop across the width of the film. Simultaneously, the propagation of individual cracks is observed by optical microscopy. Real-time combination of both analyses in principle enables linking the fracture behavior (size, number and pattern of cracks) with the electrical resistance at a well-defined imposed strain.

With this 2PR method, the subcritical mechanical failure of a 150 nm thick SiNx barrier layer was analyzed, as deposited on a 125 μm thick polyethylene napthalate sheet (system 1). Its characteristic static failure time, as obtained from a Weibull analysis, was 0.10 s at a strain of 0.84% and 2.2 s at 0.77%. From the crack opening on reloading tests, an average internal compressive strain of 0.38% was deduced. In order to validate the results of the 2PR device, system 1 was also tested using two-plate bending (2PB), as described earlier. Results on characteristic failure strains as obtained with both methods for bending match very well and have similar accuracy. However, the option to assess tensile internal strains, together with the aforementioned advantages, renders the 2PR test the method of choice for testing brittle layers on polymer substrates. Comparison of system 1 with another barrier system (2), which only differs in processing conditions, indicates a considerable difference in time dependence of the characteristic failure strain, indicating the sensitivity of the resulting material properties on processing conditions.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1 Introduction

Multilayered structures comprising a polymer substrate on which a number of functional layers, such as transparent conductive oxide and diffusion barrier coatings, are deposited, have found widespread applications in flexible electronics and photovoltaic devices [1–3]. The functional performance of these composite structures is strongly dependent on their mechanical integrity, i.e., cohesion in each fragile layer and adhesion at their interfaces. During roll-to-roll manufacturing and use of these composite films, the multi-layered structures are subject to thermal-mechanical loads. Such an operation increases the risk of mechanical damage in these brittle layers and thus reduces the device performance and lifetime. Therefore, it is essential to characterize the mechanical failure behavior, like crack initiation and propagation, of brittle thin films and understand the failure mechanism under complex thermal-mechanical cycles to enable optimization of design and manufacturing of encapsulation solutions for flexible electronic devices.

In recent years, a great deal of research has been dedicated to the study of the mechanical failure of brittle thin films on a polymer substrate [4–16]. Three main techniques have been widely used to analyze the mechanical properties of thin brittle, hard films on soft substrates, namely nanoindentation and the related scratch test [17,18], the tensile fragmentation test [16,11], and the electro-mechanical two-point bending test (which, more properly would be addressed as the two-plate bending test (2PB), as we will do in the current paper) [6,16]. Among these methods the fragmentation test, which enables a direct observation of the failure process and thus an accurate determination of failure mechanism in brittle thin films, is the most commonly used one. The electro-mechanical 2PB test offers as key advantage an accurate determination of the critical onset strain with a localized application of the maximum strain and a continuous monitoring of the crack evolution, using a defined increase in electrical resistance as failure criterion [16].
This failure strain, as based on the bent state, is composed of (a) an internal strain \( \varepsilon_{\text{internal}} \), defined as the residual strain between barrier layer(s) and the polymer substrate in a flat multi-layered structure, as induced by processing and by thermal mismatch, and (b) an intrinsic failure strain \( \varepsilon_{\text{intrinsic}} \), which is the strain at failure of the barrier layer without any internal strain being present.

Other in-situ techniques have been adopted to measure stress and strain in brittle and ductile films during straining [19]. X-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques initially were used to measure residual stresses in thin films as well as thermal and process-induced strains [20–23]. Recently, XRD has been used to measure mechanically induced uniaxial [24,25] or biaxial [26] tensile strains of thin films. Combined strain measurements using XRD and digital image correlation were applied to characterize the early stage of the mechanical deformation of nano-structured thin films. The high accuracy allowed determining very small strains in both film and substrate [8]. Thus the initiation of plasticity and damaging in thin films can be assessed [26]. In-situ testing using scanning electron microscopy allows one to determine the fracture strain, crack initiation and subsequent propagation, buckling and delamination [27–29]. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is often employed to determine the roughness of the surface of the thin film or the substrate, which is of great importance for determining the interfacial shear stress associated with adhesion in a multi-layered system [28]. With the capability of in-situ AFM imaging while loading the sample, the formation and growth of cracks and buckles were observed with information on depth and width of the cracks and the height and width of the buckles [30,31]. This provides valuable validation data when developing analytical models.

In this contribution our aim was to analyze, by electro-mechanical means, the failure characteristics due to bending for a barrier deposited on a polymeric foil. To apply bending, we employed a two-point rotation (2PR) technique, in which a strip is bent by applying a controlled rotation and positioning to the ends of the strip, resulting in a defined force and torque. This technique deviates from the two-plate bending (2PB) technique, as used by us before [16], in which a central part of a strip is bent between two approaching parallel plates, resulting in a torque-free configuration.

Our choice for 2PR was made because 2PR, especially when fully exploited, is more versatile for a number of reasons. Principal differences are:

1) Any desired strain distribution (e.g., between a distribution that is uniform across the sample and a distribution that is very much localized in the center) can be defined over a wide range, by properly adjusting the aspect parameters of a 2PR device; in 2PB the strain distribution in the bent zone is fixed and unique; note however, that this bent zone shrinks with the progress of approach of the parallel drive plates involved. The 2PB strain distribution can, in good approximation, be seen as a special case of 2PR (see also Section 2.2.3).

2) A 2PR device allows to impose a “negative” bending of the barrier, which allows crack closure, and provides a way to determine the internal strain, even when the production method of the barrier induced a tensile internal strain in the barrier layer in the flat state. In contrast, a 2PB device allows crack closure only in the case of a sufficiently large compressive internal strain, i.e., of typically more than 30% or 35% of the failure strain itself.

Additional advantages are:

3) A 2PR device, in contrast to a 2PB set up, allows the centre of the bent strip to be at an approximately fixed position, accessible for simultaneous microscopic observation of crack initiation and propagation. Moreover, the set-up has a limited building height in which the clamps rotate away from the objective lens so that the relevant test area can be observed completely.

4) Due to the smaller specimens size that can be used without reduction of the characteristic tested area, the 2PR design is more suitable than the 2PB setup to be operated in a climate box for temperature and humidity control.

5) Mounting a sample in 2PR is typically done with the sample in a flat orientation. On the other hand, mounting in a 2PB facility requires a considerable bending of the sample, which may damage a sample with an internal tensile strain.

In comparison to the conventional mechanical testing method, such as three-point bending or four-point bending, the two-point rotation device exhibits significant advantages when testing thin film materials. In the three-point bending method only small sample deflection is allowed, which means that for flexible samples like thin films on polymer substrates, mechanical tests can only be performed on a limited sample length. This restriction reduces the size of the tested area on the sample. These methods are also experiencing electrical contact problems when combined with electrical measurements. The two-point rotation test can be performed on significantly longer samples providing a larger tested area, which is of importance for the prediction of failure in large size films as used in production.

The barrier layer of our interest, on a polymeric foil, was tested systematically with the 2PR electromechanical facility. In order to be able to compare 2PR results with our previous 2PB results, we mimicked the 2PB conditions within the 2PR facility. For validation, these results were then compared with results of additional 2PB tests. In this paper the focus is on the electrical detection of fracture failure in barrier layers using the 2PR method. While an example of optical crack detection will be given, a detailed discussion of the combined optical and electrical detection and analysis of cracks will be presented in a forthcoming paper.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The samples used in this paper were similar in composition to the ones described in [16] but with different, proprietary, processing conditions. A non-stoichiometric SiN film with a typical thickness of 150 nm was deposited by low-temperature plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition on a polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) substrate with a thickness of 125 μm. A thin conductive layer of indium-tin-oxide (ITO) with a nominal thickness of 10 nm was sputtered on top of the SiNx layer as an electrical probe. The sputtered ITO layers have a sheet resistance of typically about \( R_s = 1000 \, \Omega/\square \). It was shown in [14] that the thin ITO layer does not affect the failure behavior of SiNx beneath, so that it can act as an effective probe to monitor the fracture failure in the SiNx layer.

In order to eliminate the bias in analyzing data caused by any manufacturing variability in the samples, 16 sheets in size of about 150 × 150 mm² were produced. From these sheets a large set of strips, 220 strips, with a width of 10 mm were cut along the transverse direction, which is perpendicular to the machine direction in a stretching process of the polymer, and each strip was coded to be able to track its origin. Samples used for electrical and optical measurements using two-point rotation were selected from this batch using a random selection procedure, in which a random permutation of the integers from 1 to 220 is generated, and the sample of each measurement was taken according to the randomized order. The samples were tested in the 2PR device for their electro-mechanical response, while simultaneously carrying out optical microscopy observations of crack growth. For these measurements, sample strips with a typical length of 40 mm were used. All measurements were conducted at 21 °C and 50% relative humidity. Prior to any measurement all samples were equilibrated at these conditions for more than 15 days.

Using the same batch of samples, a complementary set of 2PB tests were carried out using the facility described in [16], again employing a random selection procedure and using the same pre-conditioning and
measurement conditions. For 2PB testing, samples with a length of 150 mm were tested.

2.2. Mechanical two-point rotation device

2.2.1. Schematic

The in-house built two-point rotation (2PR) device was designed for testing the mechanical failure behavior of brittle thin films on a compliant substrate. The computer-controlled motor-driven rotation stages have a limited building height to allow microscopic observation, simultaneous with electrical resistance measurements along the strip, for which purpose the strip clamps are equipped with electrical contacts (see below).

The basic geometry of the 2PR facility is shown schematically in Fig. 1. A strip of material is fixed at both ends in clamps mounted symmetrically on motor-driven rotators. The distance between the two clamps in the neutral state (rotation angle \( \alpha = 0^\circ \)) is defined as the clamped sample length \( b \). The distance between the centers of the rotators is \( a \). The distance between the neutral plane of the sample strip and the plane through the rotation axes is \( c \). Upon loading, the two rotators rotate symmetrically over a predefined angular velocity, by which the sample strip is mechanically loaded in tension at the outer surface and in compression at the inner surface. Hereafter we will describe the relation between the rotation angle of the clamps and the actual strain in the brittle layer of the bent sample, first for rotation to a uniform strain and thereafter for rotation to a strain distribution.

2.2.2. Realizing a uniform strain distribution

With an appropriate choice of the span ratio \( b/a \) and the rotation angle \( \alpha \), a circular profile will be applied along the whole sample strip between the clamps. This condition can be found by demanding the arc length to be equal to the clamped sample length \( b \), i.e.,

\[
b = 2r_{\alpha}a
\]

where \( r_{\alpha} \) is the radius of curvature of the circular arc. The span ratio \( b/a \) for which the bent strip in Fig. 1 has a circular shape is given by

\[
b = \frac{a - c}{\alpha} = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{c}{a} \cos \alpha
\]

This equation shows that the ratio \( b/a \) for a constant curvature depends on the deflection angle \( \alpha \) and the relative offset distance \( c/a \). Fig. 2 shows the span ratio \( b/a \) as a function of the deflection angle \( \alpha \) in a range of \( 0 \leq \alpha \leq \pi/2 \) (i.e., between \( 0^\circ \) and \( 90^\circ \)) required for a constant curvature. For the offset \( c = 0 \), which represents the situation where the rotation axes coincide with the neutral plane in the sample, this figure clearly shows that a uniform curvature is obtained within a limited span ratio range, i.e., \( 1.50 \leq b/a \leq \pi/2 \), and that the actual span depends on the deflection angle \( \alpha \). In previous work [32], where it was the intention to have an approximate uniform curvature of the sample strip, a span ratio \( b/a \) of about 1.50 was used in the bending jigs. A small deviation in local curvature exists at different bending angles but is limited to within an acceptable range. Fig. 2 also shows that a small offset distance \( c \) (or ratio \( c/a \)) results in significantly different \( b/a \) ratios for constant curvature.

2.2.3. Realizing a non-uniform strain distribution

In our 2PR set-up we used span ratio \( b/a \) deviating from the values depicted in Fig. 2 in order to induce a non-uniform curvature with the largest deformation in the center of the sample strip so that cracks are expected to initiate and propagate predominantly at this location, like in the case of 2PB testing. Numerical methods were used to evaluate the local curvature on the bent plate as function of \( \alpha \), \( b/a \) and \( c/a \) and to select a proper value of the span ratio \( b/a \).

In the bent state the plate is assumed to be in static equilibrium. At both clamps, a moment \( M \) and a force \( F \) are applied to the plate. They are equal in size and opposite in direction from symmetry considerations, as shown in Fig. 3. The force balance requires the force for every position \( x \) on the plate to be the same, i.e., \( F(x) = F \). From the moment balance it follows that

\[
M(x) = M + F \cdot y(x)
\]

Due to the bending moment, the sample is curved and the curvature \( \kappa(x) \) at every position \( x \) on the plate is determined by the moment \( M(x) \) and the flexural rigidity \( D \), i.e.,

\[
\kappa(x) = \frac{M(x)}{D}
\]
For a plane curve given explicitly as \( y = f(x) \), its curvature is:

\[
\kappa(x) = \frac{y''(x)}{(1 + (y'(x))^2)^{3/2}}
\]  

(5)

Combining Eqs. (3), (4) and (5), an equation in terms of the applied bending moment \( M \) and force \( F \) returns, from which the shape of the bending curve can be determined, i.e.,

\[
\frac{M}{D} + \frac{F}{D} y(x) - \frac{y''(x)}{(1 + (y'(x))^2)^{1/2}} = 0
\]  

(6)

For a beam of uniform height \( h \) and width \( w \), the flexural rigidity \( D \) is described as,

\[
D = \frac{Ewh^3}{12(1-\nu^2)}
\]  

(7)

where \( E \) and \( \nu \) are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively.

The differential equation (Eq. 6) describes the shape of the bent plate and numerical techniques are used to solve it. In this second-order differential equation two boundary conditions should be specified, normally taken as: (i) by imposing a starting angle \( \alpha \), the slope at the clamp is \( y'(0) = \tan \alpha \); and (ii) the position of the clamp remains as \( y(0) = 0 \) in bending. However, in the current set-up the moment \( M \) and force \( F \) are not known, and thus the shape has to be determined by adopting another set of boundary conditions specified by \( a, b \) and \( c \).

From symmetry considerations only half of the bent plate is taken into consideration and thus 2 \( l \) is defined as the rectilinear distance between the clamps in a bent state. According to the geometry of the set-up shown in Fig. 1, one can see that.

\[
l(\alpha) = \frac{b-a}{2} \cos \alpha + \frac{a}{2} - c \sin \alpha
\]  

(8)

The first boundary condition is that at the center of the bent plate \( \alpha = 0 \), i.e., \( y'(l) = 0 \). The second boundary condition is formed by constraining the length of the plate between the clamps equal to \( b \) so that

\[
b = 2 \int_0^l \sqrt{1 + (y'(x))^2} \, dx
\]  

(9)

The actual shape of the bent plate depends on both the length ratio \( b/a \) and the offset distance \( c/a \). Numerical studies show that, slightly depending on the rotation angle \( \alpha \), an almost constant curvature is obtained for the span ratio \( b/a = 1.52 \), which is in accordance with the model results in Fig. 2. The magnitude of strain at the clamping positions significantly depends on the span ratio, i.e., it is about zero when \( b/a = 2.0 \) and much higher for much lower span ratios. For the present set-up, a length ratio \( b/a = 2 \) is used to obtain the largest local deformation in the center. The values of the parameters \( a, b, c \) and \( \alpha \) in the present two-point rotation system are measurable, so the local curvature along the sample strip with the aforementioned specific geometry can be determined accordingly.

Young’s modulus \( E \), Poisson’s ratio \( \nu \), the height (thickness of the sample strip) and width of the beam (width of the sample strip), \( h \) and \( w \), respectively, are known. As an initial guess the ideal circular arc, represented by \( F = 0 \) and \( M = -(D/l)\sin \alpha \), is used from which the resulting curve is calculated and the two boundary conditions, i.e., the clamped length of the sample \( b \) as mentioned in Eq. (9) and the value of \( y'(l) \), could be determined. Then \( F \) and \( M \) are varied in order to find the proper length \( b \) while satisfying \( y'(l) = 0 \). The resulting bent plate shape \( y(x) \) for \( b/a = 2 \) is shown in Fig. 4 (a).

Resulting distributions of \( \varepsilon_x \) values along the plate for a range of rotation angles are shown in Fig. 4 (b).

The 2PB method (Fig. 1 in [16]) can be seen as a specific realization of the more general 2PR method; in fact, when the deflection angle in 2PR is \( \alpha = 90^\circ \). In that case, the 2PB plate-plate distance corresponds to the distance between the rotation axes \( a \) in 2PR. Because in a 2PB test the sample is flat at the location of the contact point, we know that \( M = 0 \) at that point. A zero torque condition at the clamps at \( \alpha = 90^\circ \) in 2PR corresponds to a well-defined \( b/a \) ratio. From the analytical model for 2PB as discussed in literature [33,34] this \( b/a \) value in 2PR can be deduced to be 2.18 [34]. Thus, at \( b/a \) values well beyond 1.5 the highest curvature and largest strain are at the center of the bent plate. At a deflection angle \( \alpha = 90^\circ \) and \( b/a = 2.18 \), 2PR generates exactly the 2PB shape.

2.2.4. Implementation

The two-point rotation set-up is shown in Fig. 5. A rectangular sample strip is clamped at the clamp plates fixed to the two rotators. The fixed face of the clamps is a glass plate with a copper electrode deposited on it. The sample strip is positioned with the conductive layer facing the electrode. The removable face of the clamp is an aluminum plate that is screwed to the fixed face to ensure good electrical contact.

![Figure 4](image-url)
between copper electrode and sample. In order to ensure an accurate measurement of the crack-induced strip resistance increase over a wide range, without range switches of the meter during the measurement, a stable 10 V DC was imposed to the sample with initial resistance $R_0$. A fixed resistance of $\approx 10 R_0$ was put parallel to the sample and a fixed resistance of $\approx R_0$ in series with the sample, in order to keep the recorded resistance finite throughout the experiment. A LabView computer program was used to control the sample deformation and to register the rotation of the motors and the voltage drop over the sample.

The rotation angle controlled by the computer was based on the prescribed highest strain $\varepsilon_{ac}$ at the plate surface, i.e., at the center of the sample where the local radius of curvature has the value $r_c$. Combination of Eqs. (1) and (10) results for the centre of a plate of uniform height $h$ in:

$$\varepsilon_{ac} = \alpha (h/b) (r_0/r_c)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

The values of $r_c$ were based on numerical results, using the proper values for $a$, $b$ and $c$. Because the symmetry axis of the equipment is located 45 $\mu$m above the clamp faces, the distance $c$ is 17 $\mu$m for a 125 $\mu$m foil. The other geometric parameters of our 2PR device are $a = 10.29$ mm and $b = 20.59$ mm. By a least-squares fitting procedure to numerical results, the relation between $r_0/r_c$ and $\alpha$ was found to be

$$r_0/r_c = c_0 + c_1 \alpha^2 + c_2 \cos \alpha$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

with parameters $c_0 = 1.659$, $c_1 = 1.85 \times 10^{-5}$, and $c_2 = -0.088$ as determined for the current geometry. Combining of Eqs. (11) and (12) defines the relation between $\alpha$ and $\varepsilon_{ac}$. Based on this, strains and strain rates were imposed.

Using this relation between rotation angle and strain in the center of the plate, any strain - time profile can be imposed, within the limits for the rotation speed of the motor. We conducted tests in two modes, either with a strain linearly varying with time ("dynamic loading") or with a constant strain ("static loading") in which the strain in the beginning of the test was quickly raised to the required static level. It is obvious that the time needed for raising the strain to the static level induces an uncertainty in time when studying the crack length or resistance as a function of time in the loaded state. Practically speaking, the static mode is especially useful for studying lower strain levels with correspondingly lower crack growth speeds. When studying higher strain levels, this aforementioned uncertainty in time becomes unacceptable; in this case the dynamic mode is appropriate (note also that using the dynamic mode for low strain levels is impractical in view of the excessive testing times needed). The results obtained using both modes can be well compared, as discussed in [16].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Crack opening and closure

We start with a discussion of typical features of the evolution of electrical resistance during repetitive loading and unloading of a sample in 2PR and an example of how growing cracks can in principle be analyzed. Thereafter, a detailed analysis of barrier failure, as probed electrically, will be given.

In our 2PR device, two rotational speeds of the sample clamps, i.e., $0.5^\circ$/s and $10^\circ$/s, were used, corresponding to strain rates of $0.874 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$ and $17.5 \times 10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$, respectively, resulting in a linear change of strain with time (assuming that the sample behaves elastically). The applied strain profiles and an example of a measured resistance curves are shown in Fig. 6. Upon loading, the resistance enhances dramatically once fracture occurs. Upon unloading, the hysteresis in resistance indicates that cracks remain open in the layer for a while. When the applied strain is lowered to below the internal compressive strain in the layer, the cracks do close and, as a consequence, the resistance drops to approximately its initial level. Crack closure can be affected by many local factors and thus behaves differently for each single measurement. To some extent, it reflects the level of internal strain in the layer that leads to the crack closure during unloading.

As can be observed in Fig. 7 (b), the failure strain is strain rate dependent. This was also observed and discussed in previous work [16]. Sub-critical crack growth (SCG) theory is used for the interpretation of the
The crack velocity \( v \) is described as \( v = AK^{n} \), with the SCG exponent \( n \) representing the susceptibility of the material to stress corrosion. The parameter \( A \) is a constant, depending on the environmental conditions and the material. The stress intensity factor \( K \) is given by \( K = Z\sigma h^{1/2} \), with \( \sigma \) the applied stress (\( Z \) is a geometry factor that is a function of the film thickness \( h \) for channeling cracks, in contrast to case of bulk materials where it is a function of the crack length \( c \)) [16]. On the assumption that barrier and supporting material behave elastically, the crack velocity also depends on the strain \( \varepsilon \) in the barrier according to \( v=\varepsilon^{n} \). This is the explanation for the fact that the high strain rate only shows a extremely small increase (non-visible in Fig. 6(b)) below a strain of 0.8%, while the low strain rate already deviates visually from the base line at a strain of 0.72%.

In Fig. 7 examples are shown of the resistance during two loading and unloading cycles, both for 2PR and 2PB (the rates in 2PB were \( 0.833 \times 10^{-4} \) and \( 1.67 \times 10^{-4} \) s\(^{-1} \); details on how this rate was implemented are given in [16]). In all cases, in each cycle the strain was raised linearly with time up to its maximum and then linearly reduced either to the lowest attainable level (2PB) or to zero (2PR). In stage 2 in Fig. 7(b) we see that the crack growth speed again depends very sensitively on the imposed strain. Thus, during unloading (stage 3), at first a crack continues to grow but as soon as the strain is below \( \approx 0.7 \), crack growth virtually ceases completely and the resistance stays fully constant, until cracks start to close at a strain of \( \approx 0.3 \) in stage 4. Ideally, the resistance falls back to its starting level. However, crack closure is often not complete. Possible causes are that pieces of debris reside between the faces of a crack or that the barrier locally delaminates from the polymeric carrier. Even when the resistance does not return fully to its initial level, still an estimate of the closure strain can be made, be it less accurately.

For the second loading cycle again a resistance increase appears due to opening of cracks formed during the first cycle. Usually this opening is at a strain that is slightly above the crack closure strain of the first loading cycle. The difference in strain between stages 4 and 7 in Fig. 7(b) is typical but can be smaller; the difference between stages 4 and 5 in Fig. 7(a) is exceptionally large. The origin of this phenomenon is not clear but possible causes are adhesion between the faces of a crack and relaxation processes in the polymeric sheet. As long as the strain imposed in the second loading cycle stays well below the strain at which growth became noticeable during the first cycle, the cracks appear not to grow, as registered by the resistance (stage 5 in Fig. 7(a)). Once the strain arrives at that strain level, growth is also noticed in any next cycle, e.g., stage 6 in Fig. 7(a). Note that in the 2PR case in Fig. 7(b) such growth in the second cycle did not occur because the strain in the second cycle was only raised up to 0.4.

As reported in our previous work [16], as well as by Yellinga et al. [14], the resistance curve of the unloading stage contains important information on the internal strain in the SiNx film. One of the motivations for developing the 2PR tool was to overcome the missed closure during unloading in 2PB. The 2PR method allows access to bending angles from \(-90^\circ\) to \(+90^\circ\), so that a wide range of strains can be applied to the sample, thus allowing both tensile and compressive loading in a single test without demounting. This is illustrated in Fig. 7(b), where the resistance response of imposing strain on a SiNx film with a compressive internal strain of \( \approx 0.38\% \) is shown for the 2PR method. The crack closure during unloading can be monitored fully and, if needed, negative strains can be monitored as well by imposing negative rotation angles. For comparison, in Fig. 7(a) a corresponding result is shown for the 2PB method. It can be clearly seen that crack closure (stage 4) can not be completed in 2PB due to the lower limit of the accessible strain range, typically at 0.25% for the current sample geometry.

### 3.2. Optical crack observation

2PR allows optical observation of fracture in brittle thin films. This feature of our 2PR device is especially useful when applying a constant strain. In case of dynamic loading (constant strain rate) the crack tip speed increases so fast in such a short time interval that taking useful snapshots is cumbersome. We will illustrate the method with two examples at constant strain. In Fig. 8, cracks started from the damaged sample edge (containing small cracks at an angle of \( \approx 60^\circ \) due to

---

**Fig. 7.** The change of electrical resistance by imposing strain on a SiNx film with low compressive internal strain, both with (a) the 2PB and (b) the 2PR method. Two loading-unloading cycles were carried out for each method.

**Fig. 8.** Optical observation of fracture in a SiNx layer at an imposed strain of 0.70%. At the cutting edge at the left, thin cracks appear at \( \approx 60^\circ \) to the edge. Their tips act as starting locations for cracks, normal to the imposed tensile strain.
cutting), similar to previous results [35]. It appears that the electrical resistance measurement is not sensitive enough to detect these short initial cracks in the film (because the resistance increase due to a small crack is very small as it scales with the square of the crack length [38]; additionally, distinguishing the effects of the growth of a newly formed small crack from that of the opening of a crack made during the preparation of the sample is cumbersome). Hence, optical observation provides valuable information on the early stage of fracture, such as size, number and distribution of the cracks at a specific applied strain. Once a significant increase in electrical resistance is measured, the real-time combination of both types of measurement enables one to link the fracture behavior (size and number of cracks) with its associated resistance, as can be seen in Fig. 9, where the crack growth over a time interval of 12 s is shown in micrographs, together with the registered increase of resistance in a system 1 sample for a constant strain of 0.71%.

Summarizing, the 2PR method allows combined optical observation and electrical measurement over a wide range of applied strains, facilitating mechanical characterization of brittle thin film.

3.3. Electro-mechanical measurements of barrier failure

Failure of a barrier layer can be defined in many ways. From the point of view of growing a single crack, a logical criterion is that the crack has traveled over a specific fraction \( \varphi \) of the full sample width \( w \). In that case a dynamic failure strain of the thin film

\[
\varepsilon_{fd} = \left( \frac{cw(n+1)}{2PR} \right)^{\frac{1}{n}}
\]

is expected [16]. This rationalizes that in Fig. 6 (b) the failure strain at high rate tends to be higher than at low rate. In addition, the SCG exponent \( n \) can be determined using Eq. (13) for the prediction of the service life time of barrier coatings.

It is important to avoid crack-induced electrical field distortions in the sample near the clamps because this complicates the interpretation of resistance increase significantly. Since the center of the sample experiences the highest strain, any distortion of the electrical field in a sample is always located in the central area of the sample, and because our samples are relatively long, the distortion is always far away from the clamps. In fact, such distortions have already vanished over a distance along the length direction that is smaller than the full sample width \( w \) [36].

The resistance of a single crack, far away from any other crack, can be seen as an increase in effective sample length [38]. This suggests to scale the crack-induced resistance increase by the resistance of a crack-free sample that is as long as it is wide, i.e., with the resistance that is conventionally called the sheet resistance \( R_s \). This scaled resistance is evaluated on the basis of measured data using

\[
\Delta R = R - R_0 b \frac{w}{R_0}
\]

where \( b \) is the sample length, \( w \) is the sample width, \( R \) and \( R_0 \) are the final and the initial resistances, respectively. In the present study \( \Delta R / R_0 = 1 \) is chosen as the length-independent failure criterion, the value chosen being based on arguments given below. Accordingly, in a dynamic test, in which the strain is linearly increasing, the moment the criterion is met, defines the dynamic failure strain \( \varepsilon_{fd} \) and the dynamic failure time \( t_{fd} \); obviously both values will be functions of the applied strain rate. When a constant strain is imposed instantly, the criterion is used to define the static failure time \( t_{fs} \), which will depend on the applied strain. Both failure strains are within the SCG theory linked to each other [16], according to:

\[
t_{fd} = (n+1)t_{fs}
\]

The failure criterion chosen corresponds to the resistance effect caused by a single edge crack tip that has traveled across 77% of the sample width [36]. Regarding the different sample dimensions, the criterion corresponds to a resistance increase of about 48% for the 40 mm long 2PR samples (clamped part is \( b = 21 \pm 0.3 \) mm) and of about 7.5% for the 150 mm long 2PB samples (clamped part is \( b = 133 \pm 0.3 \) mm).

The choice of criterion \( \Delta R / R_0 = 1 \) was based on results given in [16], in which 2PB with 150 mm long, 10 mm wide strips was carried out and in which 2%, 10% and 20% resistance increases were compared as criteria for failure. Results and trends in results were found to be very similar, be it that dynamic failure strains of course were larger for the larger resistance increase criterion. In the current paper we want to use an optimum criterion, based on two considerations. First, the resistance increase should be large enough for an accurate determination of resistance increase. Second, a crack should preferably not have grown over almost the full width of the strip. In our 2PB tests, a single crack originating at the side edge causes a resistance increase of 2%, 10% and 20% when it has grown over 40%, 77% and 92% of the strip width [36]. A resistance increase of 7.5%, as caused by a crack of 77% of the width, appears a fair estimate of the optimum criterion. Note that microscopic observations revealed that usually many cracks appear simultaneously. No theoretical link between the many-cracks configuration and electrical resistance does exist as yet (except for short cracks [38]). Hence, we have to stick to the criterion originally based on the single crack idea. For the case of multiple cracks, without knowledge about relative position of cracks and crack density, the only thing that can be said is that now the failure criterion corresponds to an average crack length/width ratio that is smaller than 77%.

3.4. Weibull statistics and characteristic failure strains

Failure strains of individual samples vary in value, as dealt with in the theory of Weibull. In order to determine the characteristic failure strain (representing the location of the strain distribution), for a specific condition (e.g., a chosen dynamic strain), 20 samples were tested. A two-parameter Weibull distribution was used to describe the fracture probability \( P \) of the brittle thin-film barrier layer. It is given by

\[
P = 1 - \exp \left[ -\frac{A}{A_0} \left( \frac{\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_0} \right)^m \right]
\]

Fig. 9. Crack growth in a Sn-based barrier layer at an imposed constant bending strain of 0.71% as registered both microscopically (Fig. a) and electrically the resistance of the thin ITO probe layer on top of the barrier layer (Fig. b). The two micrographs are taken at the times indicated by crosses in Fig. b.
where \( m \) is the Weibull modulus which describes the homogeneity of the defect distribution for a given area \( A \). The parameter \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the characteristic failure strain (in the case of imposing a dynamic strain, the characteristic dynamic failure strain \( \varepsilon_{\text{f, d}} \)) which is obtained from

\[
\ln \left[ \frac{1}{1-P} \right] = m \ln \varepsilon - m \ln \varepsilon_0 + \frac{A}{\varepsilon_0} \tag{17}
\]

as the strain at \( P = 0.6321 \). In practice, to estimate the Weibull parameters \( m \) and \( \varepsilon_0 \), the data points have to be ordered and, using least-squares methods, their probability estimated. This is normally done by using an estimator based on the rank number and the number of samples. It has been shown \[37\] that the estimator

\[
F = \frac{(i-0.5)}{N} \tag{18}
\]

where \( i \) is the rank number of the data point and \( N \) the number of samples used, is both the most accurate and the least-biased of the regularly used estimators. An approximate estimate of the reliability of \( \varepsilon_0 \) can be made by \( s(\varepsilon_0)/\varepsilon_0 = 1/m\sqrt{R} \), where \( s(\varepsilon_0) \) and \( n \) denotes the standard deviation of \( \varepsilon_0 \) and the total number of specimens respectively.

The failure probability as a function of dynamic strain is plotted in Fig. 10 for both the 2PR and 2PB tests. The characteristic dynamic failure strains found in 2PR and 2PB match very well with each other. They have both a value of \( \approx 0.77\% \) at the low strain rate level and of \( \approx 0.84\% \) at the high strain rate level, as shown in Fig. 11 together with error bars for their standard deviations of the characteristic failure strain.

The Weibull modulus is \( m = 49 \) as deduced from both 2PR and the 2PB tests, whilst the SCG exponent is \( n = 37 \) as deduced from 2PR tests and \( n = 38 \) from the 2PB tests. From electrical resistance curves on reloading, the internal strain in the barrier layer was determined. The average value from 2PR tests is 0.38\%, while from 2PB a value of 0.39\% was obtained. Some caution is justified here because in the case of 2PB for about 30\% of the samples no proper crack closure and reopening could be registered. These cases were left out of the calculation of the internal strain average. These results show that with the 2PR and 2PB methods the same parameter values are obtained and, hence, these two devices produce rather comparable results. From the material point of view, we conclude that these data are reliable characteristics of this material. It is interesting to compare the failure characteristics of the current SiNx barrier layer (“system 1”) with those of the barrier layer studied in \[16\] that was made of the same material but with deviating processing conditions (“system 2”). System 2 was tested in 2PB both under dynamic and under static load conditions. To compare them conveniently, all characteristic dynamic failure data were, using Eq. (15), converted into static equivalents according to the SCG theory, using the \( \Delta R/R_0 = 1 \) criterion in all cases.

The resulting data for system 1 are shown in Fig. 11. At equal static failure times, the measured difference in characteristic static failure strain between 2PB and 2PR is about 0.005\% strain units. The characteristic static failure strains as obtained from both 2PB and 2PR also follow the same trend with time, as reflected by a comparable SCG exponent \( n \), which further confirms the consistency of the results and the compatibility of these two methods. In Fig. 11 also the results for system 2 are shown \[16\]. It can be seen that by combining the results from dynamic and static strain tests, characteristic failure times over a wide range, more than four decades, can be accessed. More importantly, all data points from both dynamic and static measurements fall on one single curve, obeying a power law between characteristic failure strain and failure time. Note that the value of the SCG exponent \( n \) of the previously studied barrier system (system 2) is 68, which is significantly higher than the value for the system tested here (\( n = 38 \)). The reason is simply that for system 2 a different processing procedure was used, greatly affecting the quality of the barrier in terms of the internal strain and the surface quality of the polymer substrate. However, the applicability of the approach will be clear. Based on this result, we are confident to draw a straight line between the two data points from two strain rates in the present testing results.

When comparing 2PR with 2PB, each method has one or more advantages. On the one hand, 2PB allows fast clamping and is thus efficient when testing a large batch of samples for a statistics-based determination.

![Fig. 10. Weibull analysis of the dynamic failure strain for a slow and a fast linear increase of strain. At left two-point rotation data, at right two plates bending data, together with their Weibull fits (dashed lines). For comparison, the Weibull fit of 2PB is reproduced at the right.](image-url)
of the characteristic failure strain. On the other hand, an advantage of the two-point rotation method is that it allows combining electrical crack detection with optical microscopy for a more detailed investigation of crack propagation. Another advantage is that the 2PR technique allows mounting the sample without applying any strain, while the 2PB technique requires bending the sample to some extent during mounting (typically raising the strain in the direction of the tensile state over about 0.25% for the present sample geometry). Such bending during mounting in 2PB may damage fragile samples, i.e., samples with a tensile or a small compressive internal strain. In addition, the 2PR technique allows to study the closure of cracks in layers with a tensile internal strain by using negative angles, resulting in a (compensating) compressive applied strain. For the 2PB method it is evident that crack closure of layers with an internal compressive strain of less than \( \approx 0.25\% \) will be inaccessible. Thus, full testing of films with any tensile or a small compressive internal strain can practically only be conducted in 2PR but not in 2PB. Together with the aforementioned advantages, this renders the 2PR test the method of choice.

4. Conclusions

A two-point rotation (2PR) bending tool was developed to characterize fracture failure in brittle thin films on polymer substrates, using both electrical and optical observation. The bent shape and local strain along the bending curve at each deflection angle were numerically determined. For the application of this bending tool, an analytical expression was employed to determine the maximum imposed strain at each deflection angle. Examples are given of how this method can be used for optical crack detection and for the determination of the internal strain from an unloading test.

Using a 2PR device, systematic electrical measurements were performed on a 150 nm thick SiN\(_x\)-barrier layer deposited on a 125 nm thick PEN substrate, with an independent numerical analysis of the bending shape problem.
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